IQD Job Specification
Role: Software Engineer Role
Company: IQD Frequency Product Ltd/Wurth Electronics eiSos
Location: Crewkerne UK

About Us
IQD Frequency Products Ltd has been providing electronic components for time and frequency control for
nearly 50 years. Based predominantly in the UK and with a core user group of around 50 people, IQD push the
development of our systems and customer interfaces to provide world leading functionalities.
Two years ago IQD became part of the Wurth eiSos group who provide a wide range of passive components to
the global electronics industry. The eiSos group employs approx. 7000 people.
IQD are a dynamic company constantly looking to change and adapt to the market needs. As we are part of a
large global company we need to operate with caution before implementation of any new systems and
processes which could affect thousands of users

About this role
You will be a part of both the local IQD group and the eiSos software development team. Your role will be to
bring the innovation in automation from IQD into the eiSos group.
Your software and IT training will be from the eiSos team in Germany, while your project focus will be from the
local IQD team. A big part of your time will be project management.
Your main work space will be at the IQD headquarters in Crewkerne. You will also be working closely together
with the colleagues of the eiSos software development team, which includes regular visits to the office in
Germany.
The eiSos team develop software across the global business, while IQD push to further innovate our systems.
A part of your role will be keeping up to speed with other projects in the eiSos and looking at when to
implement these within IQD.
IQD run bespoke CRM tools that automate a great many functions of the engineering team from part number
creation, data sheet generation, supply chain management to website parametric searches. Working closely
with our Engineering team, you will be responsible for the day to day management of this system.
For the future, eiSos have chosen to adopt a similar approach to their database management and you will play
an important role in the upcoming project to rebuild this software incorporating the full product range.
eiSos IT support has a centralised approach, and there is no direct IT support at IQD UK. While your role is not
to be the day to day IT support, there will no doubt be times when you are called upon to be the interface
between the users and the IT support team.
In our R&D lab we run highly sophisticated test equipment. These are run on some platforms including DOS,
Win3.1, WinXP. We write a lot of our own software for these machines and your role will include support,
installation and upgrading of software and hardware.

Main duties:
 Building strong relationships with all the teams at both IQD and eiSos
 Advocating for further software automation wherever possible
 Developing a deep understanding of the Goldmine CRM interface and the SQL data base
 Integrating IQD systems into Alpha Plan platform
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Working with crystal reports to fix bugs with the data sheets
Learning about other software developments within eiSos
Bringing IQD’s software onto platforms supported within eiSos
Interfacing between eiSos IT and IQD users on IT support

Key attributes:
 Understanding that project management is equally as important as coding
 Experienced .NET/C# developer
 Experience in SQL development
 Interest in the different working cultures of large and small companies and how to integrate them
 A belief that software automation is the way forward in business
 Ability to explain complex technical concepts clearly to colleagues
 A degree in computer science, engineering or a related field
 Trustworthy with strong integrity
 Positive attitude with sense of humour
 Approachable team player with good interpersonal skills

To apply, please email IQDHR@iqdfrequencyproducts.com with your CV and a short explanation of why the
role interests you.

Job Types: Full-time, Permanent
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